We study the effect of charge on gravitational collapse of inhomogeneous dust cloud in the Einstein, Gauss-Bonnet and Lovelock gravity. Dynamics of the collapsing shell is analyzed. The conditions for the occurrence of bounce during collapse are given. We also show that shell crossing occurs inevitably if the shell near the center is weakly charged.
I. INTRODUCTION
The final fate of gravitational collapse is one of the important unsolved problems in classical general relativity (GR). Both the possibilities, i.e., the formation of naked singularity or black hole as an end-state of collapse, may present a crucial step in our understanding of nature. On one hand, we have the singularity theorems which tell us that singularities are inevitably formed through gravitational collapse with physically reasonable and general initial data [1] . These singularities lead to a loss of predictability if visible to a distant observer, and hence a break down of GR happens. On the other hand, the formation of naked singularities can imply an access to strong gravity regions. That is, they offer a possibility to probe the laws of nature and a window to a quantum gravity theory. However, one may wish that singularities should be wrapped by event horizons. This idea is paraphrased in the form of "cosmic censorship conjecture" (CCC) [2] . If this conjecture is indeed true, we have black holes. A proof or otherwise of the CCC remains one of the unresolved issues in classical GR.
The first pioneering work in gravitational collapse was carried out by Oppenheimer and Snyder [3] . They considered the spherical collapse of a homogeneous dust cloud. They showed that black hole is formed and the singularity is enclosed by the event horizon. However, many solutions which contain naked singularities have been found, for example, in the collapse of inhomogeneous dust cloud [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . We now understand that, in the Oppenheimer-Snyder model, the homogeneity of dust cloud and spherical symmetry are important for the formation of black holes. In order to examine the generality of the above results, it is important to study the collapse with generic initial conditions. Then, gravitational collapse has been studied in various situations, e.g., collapse of charged dust cloud, dust with tangential pressure, perfect fluid and so on [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] .
In the late stages of collapse with the strong gravity, GR does not provide us with an accurate description of the final fate of gravitational collapse. Motivated by this and the fact that the best candidate fundamental theory such as superstring/M theory lives naturally in more than four dimensions, considerable efforts have been made on studies of gravitational collapse in higher dimensional gravitational theories. Gravitational collapse in the simple extensions of GR to higher dimension is studied as well [18] [19] [20] . It has been found that the singularity formed through the spherical collapse of inhomogeneous dust cloud cannot be naked in dimensions higher than five with smooth initial data. However, spacetime around the singularity is extremely curved and the reliability of the pure GR is doubtful. The physical motivation to go beyond GR comes from the fact that quantum gravitational effects/string corrections play a significant role in the region near singularity. Actually, superstring theory predicts certain higher order curvature corrections to GR. From this fact it is important to study the gravitational collapse in theories with higher curvature corrections.
In this paper we focus on a special type of gravitational theory with higher curvature corrections, that is the Lovelock theory [21] . The Lovelock theory is the most general gravitational theory in which: (a) Lagrangian is covariant and (b) field equations contain up to second order derivatives of metric tensor. The Lovelock gravity is a widely studied higher dimensional gravitational theory. The black hole solutions were found in Refs [22] [23] [24] [25] . Some authors have studied the dust collapse in a special case of the Lovelock theory [26, 27] . In our previous paper [28] , we studied the spherical collapse of dust cloud in the full Lovelock theory with any spacetime dimension. We showed that the singularities are always formed and can be naked for some initial data. In addition we showed that the nature of singularity depends on the dimensionality of spacetime, that is, whether it is even or odd.
As mentioned before, it is important to investigate the collapse in more general situations from the CCC point of view. To this end we will consider the spherical collapse of a dust cloud coupled with the Maxwell field, i.e., a charged dust cloud, in the Einstein, Gauss-Bonnet and Lovelock gravity. The collapse of a charged dust cloud can be regarded as a toy model for understanding rotating spacetimes. We will also compare the dynamics of a charged dust cloud with a neutral dust cloud. In the charged dust case, using a kinematical argument, we see that the shell near the center inevitably bounces if the charge is sufficiently small. We also show that the shell-crossing singularities occurs before the shell bounces. This feature is quite different from the neutral dust cloud cases [28] . Although we have included higher order curvature corrections, our result is same as in the case of the Einstein gravity(See Refs. [29, 30] .). This is quite impressive because the higher curvature corrections do affect the dynamics in the case of neutral dust cloud.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we briefly review the Lovelock theory. In Sec. III, we derive the basic equations and solve these partially to discuss the shell motion kinematically. Looking at the key equations, in Sec. IV, we show that the shell-bounce will occur kinematically. We investigate the Einstein, Gauss-Bonnet and full Lovelock gravity case in turn. In Sec. V, we show that shell-crossings inevitably occur before the occurrence of the shell-bounce. In Sec. VI, we briefly summarize and discuss our result. In the appendices, we consider the matching condition of the inner collapsing with the outer electro-vacuum region and a detail of the calculation in the text. We use the geometrized units, G = c = 1.
II. LOVELOCK GRAVITY: THE EXTERIOR GEOMETRY
In this section, we briefly review the Lovelock theory of gravity in D = (n + 2)-dimensional spacetimes. The Lagrangian of the theory is
where
Here R pq sr is the Riemann curvature tensor of spacetime and δ The field equations derived from this Lagrangian are of the form
Here T ν µ is the energy-momentum tensor of matter fields. The static black hole solution with spherically symmetry was found in Refs. [23] [24] [25] for vacuum and in Refs. [31, 32] for electro-vacuum cases. An electro-vacuum spacetime is described by the metric of the form
Here γ ij is the line element of n-dimensional maximally symmetric surfaces and f is
The curvature constant κ can take values −1, 0 and 1. The function ψ(r) is a solution of the algebraic equation
where µ and q are constants proportional to the Arnowitt-Deser-Misner (ADM) mass and charge, respectively. This solution describes the spacetime exterior to a charged dust cloud (See Appendix A for the details). In what follows we shall restrict ourselves to the case κ = 1 because we are interested in asymptotically flat spacetimes here. The generalization of our study to other cases with κ = 0, −1 is rather easy.
III. BASIC EQUATIONS: THE INTERIOR GEOMETRY
In this section we shall derive equations for the interior of a collapsing charged dust cloud. The spacetime metric under the spherical symmetry ansatz can be written as
where the metric functions A(t, r), B(t, r) and R(t, r) are arbitrary functions of coordinates t and r, and dΩ 2 n is the line element of a n-sphere. Using the gauge freedom we set R(0, r) = r on an initial data surface. We also assume that the interior of the collapsing cloud is composed of charged dust, i.e. the energy momentum tensor T µ ν takes a form
Here T (D)µ ν is the energy momentum tensor for a dust cloud
and T (M)µ ν is that of the Maxwell field,
ε(t, r) is the energy density of the dust cloud, u µ is its 4-velocity and F µν is the field strength of the Maxwell field. In addition, we have the Maxwell's equations given by
and
Here j ν is the electric current and ∇ µ is the covariant derivative with respect to the spacetime metric. We assume that the current j µ has the form
where σ is the electric charge density.
In the case of a non-zero current, the Maxwell's equations become
We can solve these equations as
where Q(r) is the integration function and it is the charge contained in the ball of radius r, and it satisfies
The prime stands for the differentiation with respect to r. The conservation equations of the energy momentum tensor,
Using Eqs. (7), (16) and (17), the conservation equations become
Eq. (20) can be integrated as
where N (r) is an arbitrary function of r. Using Eq. (22), we can re-express Eq. (21) as
Now, let us consider the field equations (3). They have the following nontrivial components:
In the above, the dot stands for the differentiation with respect to t. First we realize that, for a non-trivial solution, Eq. (27) implieṡ
Using Eq. (23), we can easily integrate Eq. (28) as
where W (r) is the integration function which corresponds to the total energy, as we will show later. Now we introduce a useful function L defined as
Using this definition of L, we can rewrite Eqs. (25) and (26) in a simple form, i.e.
The integration of Eq. (31) gives us
where F (r) is the integration function which corresponds to the mass, as shown later. Substituting this into Eq. (32), we see that
From this expression, we see that the spacetime admits two type of singularities in general. The shell-focusing singularity at R = 0 and the shell-crossing singularity at R ′ = 0. Using Eq. (29), we can re-express mass the function F (r) as
Combining Eq. (30) with Eq. (33), we can obtain the basic equation which determines
where c l is defined by
In order for the initial surface to be regular at the center (r = 0), the functions F (r), Q(r) and W (r) should behave as
where M (r), q(r) and b(r) are regular functions on the initial hypersurface, and it is supposed that q(r) and M (r) behave as q ′ (r), M ′ (r) = O(r) near r = 0. Before closing this section, we would like to make a remark. One might wonder whether
is also a solution to Eq. (27) 
We can see that Eqs. (26) and (42) imply ε(t, r) = 0. Hence, the spacetime must be electro-vacuum which is of no interest to us here.
IV. ANALYSIS OF SHELL MOTION
In this section we shall study a weakly charged shell in the vicinity of the center (r = 0) and show that its bounce is inevitable. The analysis in this section is also used to show the occurrence of shell-crossing singularity in the next section. For a pedagogical reason, we shall start with the Einstein gravity case and then discuss the Gauss-Bonnet and full Lovelock gravity cases.
A. Einstein gravity case
Here we investigate the spherical collapse of charged dust in the Einstein gravity with arbitrary dimensions. In this case, Eq. (36) becomes
In the above E(r) ≡ W 2 (r) − 1 and M (r) ≡ F (r) − nW QQ N /(n − 1). Let us consider whether shell bounce (V E = 0) occurs or not. From the discriminant of V E = 0 with respect to R, we find that there is no solution of R for V E = 0 if
Thus, if Eq. (45) is satisfied, (i) shell always collapses into shell-focusing singularity(R = 0) because V E stays negative definite throughout collapse in the E ≥ 0 case, and (ii) there is no solution for Eq. (43) in the E < 0 cases because V E always has a positive value. Similarly we can analyze different cases for the condition
In this case there are various possible situations depending on the sign of E, M and Q 2 N − 2(1 − 1/n). For example, in the case for E > 0, M > 0 and Q 2 N − 2(1 − 1/n) > 0, V E always has negative value. This implies that the shell can hit the shell focusing singularity. On the other hand, in the case for E > 0, M > 0 and Q 2 N − 2(1 − 1/n) < 0, V E cannot have negative value for small R. This means shell inevitably bounces. In Table 1 , we summarize the result satisfying the condition above. 
) collapses into shell-focusing singularity. In the Einstein gravity, the condition, Q 2 N < 2(1 − 1/n) seems to play a significant role for occurrence of the bounce. From Eq. (22), we can express this condition as
This means that a weakly charged collapsing shell will inevitably bounce in the case of the Einstein gravity. The condition for the bounce depends on the ratio of the charge to the dust density and the number of spacetime dimensions. Note that this result is basically same as that obtained for four dimensions [29, 30] .
B. Gauss-Bonnet/Lovelock gravity
Next we shall consider the full Lovelock gravity cases including the Gauss-Bonnet one. Eq. (36) becomes
Let us consider a certain epoch t = t * when
holds. At this epoch, the right-hand side of Eq. (48) vanishes. To achieve this condition in collapsing situations, the condition R n−1 ≥ nQ 2 2(n−1)F should be satisfied at the initial surface. We can see that this is always satisfied near the center(r = 0) because the initial condition for R is R = r and the regularity condition for F (r) and Q(r) implies that 
Here we focus on the weakly charged cases which satisfy the condition
and one can show
But this is impossible. Therefore we may conclude that the shells near the center will inevitably bounce at least before t = t * , if the artificial condition (51) is satisfied. Next, let us briefly examine the physical interpretation of the condition (51). In the vicinity of the center, W (r) behaves as W (r) = 1 + b(r)r 2 and then the condition (51) can be written approximately as
Roughly speaking, this is satisfied when the spatial scale of the mass distribution is shorter than charge one. The integration of the above gives us
We see that, in order to show the occurrence of the shell bounce, we needed somewhat artificial condition of Eq. (51) which is not required in the Einstein case. We may conclude that the shell near the center bounces inevitably for sufficiently small charge in the sense of the condition (54).
V. SHELL-CROSSING
In the previous section, using the kinematical argument, we showed that the shell bounces if the conditions (47) and (51) are satisfied for the Einstein, Gauss-Bonnet and Lovelock gravity respectively. Hereafter, we assume these conditions. In this section we will show that the shell-crossing occurs near the center before the shell bounces if the charge is relatively small. In order to show this, we shall adopt a new coordinate system, called Mass-Area coordinates. This helps us to study on the shell crossings as in the four dimensional case of charged dust collapse [29, 30] .
A. Mass-area coordinate
We first employ the coordinate transformation (t, r) → (F, R), where F is the mass function introduced in Eq. (33) and R is the area radius. Then, under the above coordinate transformation, the metric transforms as
The reversibility of the coordinate transformations gives us
where r R = ∂ R r and r F = ∂ F r. The metric components can be written as
where u R =Ṙ/A is the R-component of the shell velocity, and u and F are defined by
Using Eq. (19), we can show
where F R = ∂ R F . See Appendix B for the details of the derivation. Let us define ψ by
Note that ψ satisfies the following equation which is same as Eq. (36),
Differentiating Eq. (66) with respect to F , u R F can be written as
u F is computed from the definition of u (Eq. (63)) as
where we have used ∂N/∂F = 1/2W , which is directly derived from Eq. (35). Now, we can rewrite F R as
Then the integration of Eq. (70) gives us
where H is the integration function of F . From Eq. (59) we can see that F = 0 corresponds to R ′ = 0 i.e. shell-crossing singularity. In the remaining part, we investigate whether the shell-crossings occurs or not for each cases.
Note that the energy density in the current coordinates is written as
We observe that F should be positive in collapsing situations because it is assumed that u R is negative and ε is positive. From now on we consider the marginally bound case (W = 1) for simplicity.
B. Einstein case
In the Einstein gravity case, ψ is
and ψ F becomes
where we used the fact that Q F = Q N /2 holds for W = 1(See Eq. (35)) and the definition of u(Eq. (63)). Then Eq. (71) can be re-written as
Here we note that Q 
is satisfied, the integrand is positive near the center. Since u R =Ṙ A ∼ 0 near the bounce, F diverges with the negative sign. We see from Eq. (72) that F is positive at the initial surface, but F is negative near the shell bounce from the above argument. This implies that the shell crossing singularity occurs near the center before the shell bounces if the charged cloud is weakly charged, in the sense of | σ ε | ≤ (2 − 2/n) 1/2 (Eq. (47)).
C. Gauss-Bonnet case
In the Gauss-Bonnet case, ψ is
From the condition (51), ψ is restricted to positive values for the shell near the center 1 . Thus we only consider the plus branch of Eq. (77).
From the direct computation, we can see that
and then Eq. (71) becomes
We observe that if the condition
is satisfied, the integrand of Eq. (79) will be positive near the center. Here, R * is defined as R
which maximizes the term 1 +
(n−1)R 2n for given F and Q. This leads to the divergence of the integral in Eq. (79) with the negative sign. We saw from Eq. (72) that F is positive at the initial surface. On the other hand, F will be negative near the shell bounce. Therefore, we can conclude that the shell near the center hits the shell-crossing singularity before the shell bounces if the conditions (51) and (80) are satisfied. Now let us examine the meaning of the conditions (51) and (80) again. First, the condition (80) corresponds to Q 2 N < 2(n−1) n in the Einstein gravity. This means that the shell is weakly charged compared to mass (see Eq. (47)). Next, under the condition (80), the condition (51) roughly implies that the charge contained in the ball of radius r is smaller than the mass. This can be seen from Eq. (54). As explained in Sec. IV, we need this condition to show the occurrence of shell crossing singularity.
In summary, we can conclude that the shell near the center (r = 0) hits the shell-crossing singularity if the conditions (51) and (80) are satisfied.
D. Lovelock gravity case
In the Lovelock gravity case, F is given by
and where
1 First we can see that QQ N ≃ r n+1 σ 2 (0)/ǫ(0) is positive near the center (r = 0). And it is easy to see that the function Z := 1 − (1 − nQQ N 2(n−1)R n−1 ) 2 has only one maximum value with respect to R, and it tends to zero as R → ∞ and diverges with a negative sign as R → +0. In addition, at t = t * , Z has a positive value of 1 − (1 − 2Q ′ F/QF ′ ) 2 because of the condition (51). Since ψ = This is obtained by differentiating Eq. (47) with respect to F . Because of the condition (51), ψ is restricted to positive values for the shell near the center (See the footnote around Eq. (77)). As in the Gauss-Bonnet case, if the condition
is satisfied, the integrand of Eq. (81) will be positive near the center. From Eq. (72), F is positive at the initial surface, but we saw that F will be negative near the shell bounce. Therefore we can conclude that the shell near the center hits the shell-crossing singularity if the conditions (51) and (83) are satisfied. The meaning of the conditions (51) and (83) is the same as in the Gauss-Bonnet case. The condition (83) corresponds to Q 2 N < 2(n−1)/n in the Einstein case, which means dust is weakly charged as compared to mass. Then the conditions (51) and (83) roughly imply that the charge contained in the ball of radius r is smaller than the mass.
VI. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
In this paper we considered the spherical collapse of a charged dust cloud in the Einstein, Gauss-Bonnet and Lovelock gravity. In the case of spherical collapse of a dust cloud [28] , all shells of the dust cloud cannot bounce and will hit the singularity. But, in the case of collapse of a charged dust cloud, we found that the weakly charged shells near the center can bounce kinematically in each theories of gravity. This is because of the existence of a repulsive force exerted by the charge. We also found that such shells inevitably hit the shell focusing singularity in the theories of gravity considered here.
In the higher dimensional Einstein gravity case, we found that the the shells near the center satisfying the condition Q 2 N = σ ε 2 < 2(n − 1)/n, where σ is the electric charge density and ε is the mass density, can bounce kinematically.
We also found that such shells inevitably hit the shell crossing singularity. In the four dimensional case, it has been shown that the shells with sufficiently small charge inevitably bounce [29, 30] . We found that this feature remains to be correct even in the higher dimensional Einstein gravity.
Next we considered the Gauss-Bonnet and Lovelock gravity cases. In both of the theories, we found that the shell near the center can bounce under the condition (51), which is not imposed in the Einstein gravity. We also found that the shell hits the shell-crossing singularity with the condition (51) and (80) in the Gauss-Bonnet case, (51) and (83) in the Lovelock gravity case respectively. We examined the meaning of the conditions (51), (80) and (83), and it turns out that these conditions can be interpreted as that the shell is weakly charged compared to mass. Then we can conclude that the feature of the shell dynamics in four dimension is shared even in the Lovelock gravity case.
We note that the reason why we imposed the additional condition (51) in the Gauss-Bonnet and Lovelock gravity cases is purely technical. Therefore, our results should be true for more general initial data. The condition should be relaxed if we choose the epoch more sophisticated than t = t * which we chose in this paper, or if we perform a numerical analysis. The above remaining issue will be addressed in the near future. Since our initial data are specific, it would be interesting to see if there exists initial data sets which avoid shell crossing singularities in the Gauss Bonnet and Lovelock gravity theories analogous to the four dimensional results [17] .
and that of the outside region is
We suppose that Σ is described by the parametric equations R = R Σ (t) and T = T Σ (t). In addition, it is natural to think that the boundary is comoving, that is, r = r 0 =constant. The induced metric q on Σ from the metric of the inner region is written as
On the other hand, using the metric of the outer region, it can also be rewritten as
Since these should be identical, we see that
holds.
The extrinsic curvatures of Σ evaluated from the inner metric are
In terms of the metric of the outer region, the extrinsic curvatures also have another expression
ṘT −ṪR + 3f
The continuity of the extrinsic curvature impliesṘ
Then, from Eq. (A11), we see
We recall that ψ satisfies Eq. (67) 
This shows that the inner region can be naturally joined to the outer region if µ = F (r 0 ) and q = Q(r 0 ) is satisfied. 
Now, since
Eq. (B1) gives us
Using u ,R = nQQ N /2R n (See Eq. (63)) and Q N = σ/ǫ(See Eq. (24)), we obtain Eq. (65).
